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Welcome to our Winter Issue of
The Community Voice!
It’s that time of year again and we have been working hard to bring
you all of the latest news. In this issue, our main focus is what’s on
everyone’s minds: the weather. Global warming is infringing on our lives
whether we like it or not, and it’s time to find out why and what we can
do to help.
In these pages, you will find our usual helping of news on what has been
happening both at our local schools within the GLC and also in the local
community.
We hope you enjoy this issue of The Community Voice!
As always, our main aim is to inform you with news of the surrounding
area. If you have any stories which you would like to be considered
for inclusion, please do not hesitate to contact us. Please e-mail:
communityvoice@theglc.org.uk.

The Community Voice

Editorial Team
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Reporter: Chloe Harris and Taylor Jones
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The impact of climate change on the community is humans burning fossil fuels which release carbon
significant and bears influence on animals and their way dioxide and heat up the atmosphere. We also affect
of life. We might not be aware, but we are contributing climate change by cutting down trees and building
to climate change and global warming.
roads which means there are less trees absorbing
Our climate is changing, both naturally and as a result of carbon dioxide and greater pollution from traffic using
human actions. There is already evidence that animals, the new roads.
birds and plants are being affected by climate change. Climate change can make it impossible to grow certain
Unless greenhouse gas, emissions and fuels are critically food crops in some regions. It also causes the polar ice
reduced, climate change could cause the extinction of a caps to melt and with the expansion of sea water can in
quarter of all land animals, birdlife and plants.
turn cause flooding of low-lying land.
Climate change affects animals in a number of ways: These changes impact on humans as well as animals. As
birds lay their eggs earlier than usual, plants bloom the earth heats up, it is likely to lead to hotter days which
earlier and mammals come out of hibernation sooner. could increase the number of heat related illnesses, and
Animal breeding patterns are also affected with many accidents.
species moving closer to the poles in response to the rise Climate change also creates colder winters and more
in global temperatures. Birds are roaming and arriving frequent natural disasters, for example tornadoes,
at their nesting grounds earlier, and the nesting grounds tsunamis, and flooding.
that they are moving to are not as far away as they used In conclusion, the effects of climate change significantly
to be. Some birds no longer migrate as the climate now impact on everyone living on our planet and we need
meets their needs all year round.
to consider making small changes to the way we live in
Climate change influences sea level also; a rise of only order to limit these negative effects.
50cm could cause sea turtles to lose the beach areas in
Photograph: Finchingfield, better
Summers make country days
which they nest. This rise could impact on the already
out all the more enjoyable!
endangered Mediterranean Monk Seals which need
beaches upon which to raise their pups. The shallow
coastal areas used annually by whales and dolphins to
rear their small calves could also be at risk.
Greenhouse gases cause changes to the earth’s
atmosphere. The greenhouse effect increases the
temperature of the earth by trapping heat in our
atmosphere, keeping the temperature of the earth
higher than it would be if the direct heat from the
sun was the only source of warming. When sunlight
reaches the surface of the Earth, some of it is absorbed
and heats the ground, with some bouncing back into
space as heat. The greenhouse gases that are in the
atmosphere are absorbed and then redirect some of
their heat back towards the earth, a major cause of
warming.
The biggest contribution to global warming is from
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Reporters: Chloe Harris (left) and
Taylor Jones (right)

Climate Change causes considerably hot
Summers here!
Photograph: East End Beach on Inishbofin Island, off the coast of Ireland.

Reporter: Leona Philip

Dreaming of a White Christmas
A picturesque, snow-white Christmas is something
many of us would like but recent studies show that
we only see an average of 2-3cm of snow fall per year
in England. In the 1900s, it snowed more frequently
at Christmas time but now we are lucky to get a light
dusting once every few years. Could global warming
be responsible for this?
There is evidence that global temperatures have been
slowly climbing for the past four centuries and were
slowly declining for many centuries prior to that, but
are these temperature changes a serious
threat to our way of life or are they just a
part of normal variation to which we can
readily adjust? Sadly, our lives are going
to be affected whether global warming is a
real threat or not. Temperatures are rising
and decreasing as a result of deforestation,
water, land, and air pollution.
Our last white Christmas
was in 2004 and studies say
England’s next one will be
in 2016. Global warming
could mean that our dreams
of a white Christmas are

Reporter: Leona Philip

all that we have left - or can we improve the situation
before it is too late?
We can help by reducing waste and choosing reusable
products or we can insulate our homes to reduce the
amount of energy we use, saving ourselves money in
the process.
Making small changes to the way we live will benefit
our planet and might even impact on the possibility of
our enjoying a White Christmas a little more often!
Photograph: Lake Gowna, Ireland, froze over

in January 2011
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Royal Opera House in Thurrock

The Royal Opera House facilities in Thurrock are set up Re
porters: Paige Philip and
Taylor Barker
in the prestigious High House Production Park in Purfleet
on a 14 acre site. This is part of a cultural regeneration
programme in Thurrock and is the result of collaboration
between the Arts Council England, the former East of
England Development Agency, Creative & Cultural
Skills, Thurrock Council, the former Thurrock Thames
Gateway Development Corporation and the Royal Opera
House. These partners worked for several years to set up
the High House Production Park which opened its doors
in December 2010.
The site is host to several grade II listed buildings,
providing a wonderful insight into what Thurrock was
like many years ago. The original farm house was built
in the mid-16th century and included a south facing
house that had commanding views over the Purfleet
marshes and the River Thames. During the restoration
of the barn, about 99% of the original beams were kept.
The barn’s original use was for wheat thrashing and
storing, with the position allowing the winds to make
the job easier.
The 14 acre site includes the Royal Opera House
Bob and Tamar Manoukian Production Workshop
and the National Skills Academy’s Backstage Centre.
The Royal Opera House Production Workshop is
eco-friendly with the exterior of the building covered
in cedar wood, an insulator that weathers well. It also
boasts a living roof. Lighting is maintained in the
scenic paint area of the building by light sensors and
ground source heating is used to heat the building. In
the Production Workshop sets and scenery are made
for ballet and opera performances at The Royal Opera
House in Convent Garden.
It takes approximately two years to create a new
production and as part of the process for every new
Photograph: The Royal Op
era House
production a model of the set is created which takes,
(Photo provided by Paul Sta
rr)
on average, six months and costs around £8000. The
miniature set is twenty-five times smaller than the
Covent Garden set.
The Royal Opera House in Thurrock is a fabulous place to visit and we recommend a tour which will provide you with
many interesting details, captivating you and leaving you wanting to return for more. Public tours run regularly on a
Friday and special Inspiration Days can be booked for groups to tour the Workshop and get involved in hands-on practical
workshops. Tours need to be pre-booked.
Full details can be found at: www.roh.org.uk/tours/thurrock-tours

One Community: Tilbury and Chadwell
In October, 80 children went on a trip to the Docklands Museum, this outing was a joint venture between C2C, ASDA,
Ensign Bus and Tilbury Spirit (a combination of One Community, Tilbury Forum and Tilbury Riverside Project.) ASDA
generously provided goodie bags for the young people on the trip, a big thanks to ASDA for being so kind. Another huge
thank you goes to C2C and Ensign Bus who gave the commissioners of this trip free use of a bus for the day. A great day
was had by all involved!
In related news, ASDA’s Community Life champion donated £50 to One Community to help fund the Work Club
Page which helps with job searches and application forms.
One Community is extremely grateful for all of the donations and efforts which have been made.
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Thurrock Schools Meet Royal Ballet Dancers
Students from across Thurrock attended demonstrations by
dancers from The Royal Ballet on Thursday 3 and Friday 4
October. The demonstrations were part of one of the Royal
Opera House’s Learning and Participation programme:
Chance to Dance.
The Gateway Academy and Shaw Primary School hosted
dancers from The Royal Ballet as they performed extracts
from The Nutcracker to more than 700 children from ten
other local schools to introduce them to ballet. Royal Ballet
dancer Bennet Gartside said: 'It was a pleasure to visit the
Gateway Academy and give Thurrock schools a close-up
insight into ballet. The response from our young audience
was incredible. They were completely enraptured and really
enthusiastic. It was a great experience for us all.'
Jill Bacon, Extended Provision Manager at the Gateway
Academy said: ‘The children certainly enjoyed the show
and so did I! It was lovely to see such an engaging
performance that captivated the young children and the staff
accompanying them.’

The Chance to Dance programme began in Thurrock in
2012. It provides a creative introduction to ballet for all Year
3 children in partnership with 30 primary schools through
demonstrations by Royal Ballet dancers and six weeks of
practical and creative dance workshops.
Children who show a particular enthusiasm and aptitude for
dance will be invited to join the Chance to Dance Company
for up to four years until the age of 11, attending weekly
after school classes hosted by The Gateway Academy,
the project’s partner Secondary School. They will also be
invited to family days at the Royal Opera House and take
part in an annual performance working alongside dancers
from The Royal Ballet.
Teachers in each partnership school also receive training to
develop their skills to create their own school-based creative
dance projects with the opportunity to share their work with
other schools and see a Royal Ballet dress rehearsal.
Chance to Dance has been ongoing in selected London
boroughs since 1991 and for the past two years this has
involved working with 20 partnership primary schools in
Lambeth and Southwark.
To find out more about the Chance to Dance, please go to
www.roh.org.uk/learning/schools-and-colleges/chance-todance

She has Energy: Active Essex Netball

She Has Energy in Essex (SHE) is an exciting programme aiming to help
existing community groups to provide sport or physical activity to their
users by providing funding to help overcome barriers in their lives. Nearly
les Easlea)
(Photo provided by Ju
2,000 women benefit from the project which aims to assist 70 community
groups within deprived areas of Essex, empowering local women to help
create and run the clubs themselves. 16 female participants from in and
around the Tilbury area were given the opportunity to try out for the SHE netball team at the Gateway Academy, Tilbury.
The project is one of 20 being funded by Sport England (National Lottery) to boost women’s participation in sport,
especially those who care for children or who live in disadvantaged communities because
they face some of the biggest barriers to participation. Over 50% of the participants live
with learning difficulties and varying disabilities but, despite this, relished the chance to
get active and have fun with old friends and new alike. The group have really bonded well
and very quickly built a great team spirit.
The project is funded for 12 weekly sessions, but, at the end of the sessions the group will
meet to discuss the future possibilities for the team. Watch this space.

Riverside Ramble
No amount of rain could have stopped the group of Tilbury residents from going on the guided Riverside Ramble in
October. The walk was led by two newly trained guides who brought the group from the Ferry to Tilbury Fort. The guides
shared the history of the Thames and riverside as they made their way along. Everyone arrived back drenched but very
happy!
Despite the rain, we had some very positive feedback and many said how informative and interesting the walk was. Annie
O'Brien, the project manager, said ‘I am delighted at the response we got for this, considering it was a very miserable day!’
Thanks to our two new guides who were excellent!
There are plans for more walks in the New Year so watch this space. For more information, phone Annie on 01375-859911 Page
or visit www.tilburyandchadwellmemories.org.uk
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Becoming a Sixth Former

Joining Sixth Form has been a fantastic experience for everyone; we’ve all become so close, getting to know people who we
had previously never spoken to. There is a very welcoming atmosphere; the new people that joined the school have found the
integration very easy. Tiah said that the Sixth Form is ‘lively, everyone is friendly and it’s just a great environment to be in.’
Megan Koprash is our new head of Sixth Form and she is doing a brilliant job! She is inspirational and motivates everyone to
be supportive, caring and get involved.
Year 12 have been working hard to create strong
friendships with their peers. We arranged a trip to
Vue Cinema at Lakeside to see White House Down The launch of a new pond jetty took place in the grounds of Gateway
and had a meal together afterwards. We also play Academy to enhance skills and learning for young people within the
football together every Wednesday. Besides this, we Gateway Learning Community.
are working on developing other events such as Sixth Students and Principals from all four educational establishments
Form socials. Megan organised one such event at the within the Gateway Learning Community met with Thurrock Mayor,
start of the year. It was held in the canteen where food Cllr Tony Fish who officially opened the area and said “This is
and drinks were provided and there were an array of a fantastic opportunity for GLC students to experience this on site
activities to take part in, such as Jenga, playing Wii, without the need to travel.” Sixth form volunteers greeted the Mayor
or just chilling and listening to music! We also had a and served refreshments and managed to find time to enjoy a brief
Halloween social night which included a horror walk pond dipping session. This event has inspired some sixth form students
through the school after dark, followed by some scary to facilitate an after school, ‘Wildlife Ranger’ club for their very keen
movies!
and interested younger peers.
Sixth Form students are also available to help and Our thanks to Matthew McGettigan from Essex Wildlife Trust who
support staff around the school in a new role as worked with the students to identify some of the mini-beasts that are
Learning Champions. Students can work for two hours resident in our pond including dragonfly nymph, sticklebacks, pond
each week and can be paid for these hours, but many snails and damsel fly larvae. These species indicate that the pond is
students volunteer to work additional hours without healthy, unpolluted and has left the students keen to discover more.
pay, showing great work ethic!
Kevin Sadler, CEO of Gateway Learning Community is delighted

Pond Jetty Opening

that the jetty is now open and looks forward to working with Essex
Wildlife Trust in the future. He gave thanks to Ian Hollowbread, now
retired, who built the jetty to enhance student learning now and in the
future.
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Back with a Bang!
The Year 6 and Reception students have really been
enjoying their first month at the GPFS. It has been the best
time of our lives – especially our morning dance - and the
teachers have been amazing! Since we’ve been back we
have taken on roles such as Prefects, School Councillors,
PALS, Anti-Bullying Ambassadors and Sports Captains for
each college.
The prefects are responsible for making sure that the school
is running smoothly and award Star of the Week to students
who have been showing our core values (Integrity, Respect,
Aspirations, Commitment and Inclusion). We also choose
a Teacher of the Week. Miss Allen has been one of our
winners as she showed great commitment by coming into
school each week even though she was ill.
The school council make suggestions as to how we can
Page
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improve our school and make sure everyone is happy.
The PALS make sure that everybody in the playground is
playing nicely and that no one is left out. Our anti-bullying
ambassadors are actively helping to prevent bullying in
the school. Finally, our sports captains get the opportunity
to write reports about the matches that were played and
occasionally get to lead the warm up in PE!
At the GPFS, we have a range of clubs for children to go
to after school. One very popular one is the netball club. At
netball, students have the opportunity to compete against
other schools, teaching us the skills of team work as well as
keeping us active!
So far, our experience at the GPFS has been very eventful
and we’ve had the greatest start possible!
Reporters: Emily Swann, Warren Scopes and Mya Bridgeman

Lansdowne Reporters:
Connor Dowman
•
Christopher Kwi
•
Chen Katie Sherman
•
Violet Zeneli
•
Herringham Reporters:
Mackenzie Harrison
•
Kai Webb
•
Stacey Denholm
•
George Andrews
•
Sophie May
•
Sixth Form Reporters:
Harley Weaver
•
Samantha Stukins
•
Georgia Weaver
•

Attendance Flying
High!
We have been working closely with
children and parents to improve the
school’s attendance, so that each child
can achieve their full potential. We
would like to congratulate those classes
who have achieved 100% to date. This is
a great achievement for our school and
shows that we are all working together
and supporting each other in coming
to school. Building on good attendance
habits, those students who have been in
100% this term will be entered into our
termly school prize draw. The winners
will have the opportunity to visit Walton
Farm!

The Harvest Festival
In October, Lansdowne held a special assembly to celebrate the harvest festival.
All of the students in the school took part in the celebration by collecting
different types of food and singing harvest songs.
The food which was donated was taken to Thurrock Food Bank, a local charity
that provides emergency food for families, pensioners and those people in need
that are less fortunate and cannot afford food for their families.
Harvest time reminds us of all the good things we have in life already and makes
us think about what we really want and need. At harvest time, the farmers reap
all of the goodness of the crops that they have cared for and tended all year.
This reminds us that if we work hard throughout the year, we will achieve our
goals.

Year 6 Book Club

Every Monday at Herringham Academy, we attend a book
club where we take part in various activities around reading.
For the last three weeks, we have been reading a book called
‘A Man in Search of his Luck’ by Pi Corbett. We all take turns
reading, help each other with difficult words and are respectful
to each other. We encourage each other to join in with paired
and group reading and we even get the book read to us by Miss
Pullen! We have been writing character profiles, alternate
story endings, and really discuss the book in depth within the
group. This club is more like a grown-up book club; we all
enjoy a hot chocolate and snack each week, whilst reading our
books.
The club is really fun and it is helping us to improve our levels
in literacy. We were all invited to join the book club as we
needed to gain confidence and need a little help with literacy

in order to achieve better levels and this really helps us! When
we were invited, we all thought book club might be a bit geeky
but it is not; we love it! The club is really fun, and we look
forward to going each week. We look at a variety of different
authors and genres, discuss our favourites, write reviews, use
the computers, complete character profiles and re-write classic
stories. We are looking forward to writing a modern-day
version of Cinderella next half term – imagine if Cinderella
lost her iPhone or Blackberry instead of her glass slipper! Page
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Reporter: Alanya Merrigan

Visitors to Gateway!
In October, a number of head teachers from
schools in Australia and America visited The
Gateway Academy. The visitors were interested
to see how schools in Europe approach teaching
and learning. Their hope was to learn by our
example and their findings could potentially be
used to benefit the schools in their countries.
The visit included a tour of the schools within the
GLC, giving headteachers a chance to witness
the teachers and students at work. The visitors
conversed with students from across the GLC,
asking them a variety of questions. It was also an
opportunity for our students to ask these visitors
some questions of their own about education
systems abroad and the differences they have
observed.
This was an exciting and informative occasion
for everyone involved. We look forward to
building links with other schools from around
the world in the future.

Reporter:
Alanya Merrigan

Reporter:
Leona Philip

Photograph: The Academy’s
current peer mentors.

Reporter: Leona Philip

Peer Mentoring at Gateway
A Peer Mentor is a person who can help you with problems
in or outside of school. Last year’s focus was cyberbullying
and our peer mentors led a variety of activities to help stamp
out cyberbullying to give students an opportunity to share and
discuss their experiences. This year, our focus is to stamp out all
types of bullying once and for all. Our peer mentors are in the
library every Week One at lunch time, from Monday to Friday,
for students to drop in with any problems they might have.

ul Starr

Photograph by Pa

Upcoming
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•
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Friday 6th December – Sunday 5th January –
Jack and the Beanstalk – Family Pantomime
Wednesday 22nd January @ 2pm Forces
Sweethearts
Wednesday 12th February @ 2pm an audience
with Tom O’Connor
Saturday 22nd February @ 7.30pm Motowns
Greatest Hits – How Sweet It Is
Saturday 8th March @ 8pm 80’s Mania
Box office 0845 300 5264 or online at:
www.thurrock.gov.uk/theatre

Email:
nal@tgastudent.o
r

its-perso

g.uk

PRESS RELEASE

9 September 2013

Calling all Thurrock Young People:

EVENTS
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The Royal Opera House Thurrock Community Chorus invites people
from across Thurrock to find their voice at a special taster session on
Monday 13 January 2014 at 7.15pm at the Ormiston Park Academy in
Aveley.
If you have ever listened to a chorus or choir and felt you'd like to join
them, if you've enjoyed Gareth Malone's singing plumbers or would like
a new hobby and an opportunity to meet new friends, come along to
the taster session and meet some of the Royal Opera House Thurrock
Community Chorus members.
Limited places available. Registration essential. To register for the Royal
Opera House Thurrock Community Chorus taster session or for more
information, please email getinvolved@roh.org.uk or call 01708 891200.

We are looking for young people aged 14-19 to get involved in some tremendous opportunities to
gain experience in event and project management with a range of top-class, high quality creative,
arts and cultural organisations – all free and on your door step!
If you are interested in being a part of Young Producers:Thurrock and gaining experience with
organisations such as Royal Opera House, Thameside Theatre, Orchestras Live, City of London
Sinfonia,Thurrock International Celebration of Culture, Thurrock Council, Thurrock International
Film Festival, Creative Blast, Impetuous Kinship and The Gateway Academy, please contact Laura
on 07545 009 830 or email thurrock@youngproducers.co.uk.
Visit the website at www.youngproducers.co.uk, follow us on Twitter @YPThurrock and join our
page on Facebook ‘ Young Producers: Thurrock’
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